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GREEN BAY - You can  feel it in the air. You go on FaceBook and all your progressive friends
are posting about their vacation plans, or new babies, or whatever. Except for a few “super
activists”, you would think there was nothing special coming up in two weeks. Certainly not the
election to finally oust Scott Walker from the Governor’s office, after a year and a half of
shouting and crying, picketing and passing around recall petitions.

  

The Republicans, like the British in our first revolution,  pulled out their “big guns” last week and
the colonists took to the hills. Scott Walker got his DWD Secretary to fish around for some
report with positive job numbers on it, unverified or not, and used some of his $25 million in out
of state cash to fill the air waves with TV and radio ads boasting that his first year in office was
really a success after all. His allies, the local Chambers of Commerce, piped in with new ads of
their own to cross verify his fiction. The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, who started the whole
Wisconsin recall resurgence in 2002 by going after F. Thomas Ament and putting Scott Walker
into office as Milwaukee County Executive, kicks in that they now oppose recalls, especially of
Walker, unless a felony is proven.  Bang, the “polls” of  “likely voters” show Walker ahead with a
49% to 42% lead.

  

In one short week the progressive and democratic grassroots effort to recall Walker has been
seemingly driven into disarray. Did everyone believe that the power structure would let go of the
office of governor that easily, especially after they put all that money into putting their hand
picked guy there in 2010.

  

The time has come to take a deep breath and remember what this recall is about. Walker and
his high paid ad men pulled the oldest trick in the book. Throw out some numbers and divert the
issue. Doesn’t matter that they can’t be verified, by the time they are the election will be over.
Now we are talking about whose numbers are correct, not about why Walker needs to be
recalled. I can hear them now, “a win-win“,  I’ve been in those meetings.

  

Democrats and progressives need to get back on the real issue if they are going to defeat
Walker and the big money machine on June 5.  The power to recall was put into Wisconsin law
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to allow the people to directly oust any politician they want to. The politicians don’t like it, but it’s
not impeachment. No high crimes or misdemeanors are required. It is the true test of a
democracy, giving all of us collectively, the  power to hold a politician accountable.

  

Scott Walker got himself elected on false pretenses, like a job applicant who lies on his resume.
Had he divulged his true plan for the office, the “bomb” he dropped in January 2011, or how he
planned to accomplish it, prior to his election, he never could have won.  He knew that. So he
talked about 250,000 jobs and cutting your taxes, and glossed over everything else.

  

Now we have seen what he has done with the office and it is time to give him the boot, just like
that job applicant that sounded good on his fake resume but didn’t work out. Scott Walker has
torn our little office apart and will say anything to keep his job. But his job was to represent all of
us, and he has failed.

  

The recall is about Walker, and we can’t forget that. So Democrats and progressives need to
get out of our little funk and get back in the fight. There are only
two weeks left.
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